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I am delighted to invite you all to read our beautiful Vol 2 no 2 newsletter, details all of the wonderful 

activities and events organized by the Tanzania Girl Guides Association's dedicated, innovative, and 

hardworking staff and volunteers. From Girl Powered Nutrition activities in Katavi, Shinyanga and     

Singida regions to community actions for girls' menstrual hygiene education, the commemoration of the 

World Environment Day, and for the YESS Alumnae's Back to my root campaigns. 

I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to the communication team, who work diligently to ensure 

that all of our activities and events are featured in the newsletter and shared with the public in order to 

increase the association's visibility and records.  

Special thanks go to our regional leaders, who work tirelessly to ensure that the activities are carried 

out in their regions and that the impacts are felt by the people; without their efforts, this newsletter 

would not happen. Your dedication is greatly appreciated.  

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to the designers and editing team for constantly bringing 

our wonderful memories and experiences to life.  

Wintapa Luila  

National Secretary - Tanzania Girl Guides Association 
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Welcome to our volume 2 no 2 Newsletter, where a lot of work has been done, you will be able to see 

how our young leaders participated in different activities such as; Young leaders connect,               

commemorated World Environment day by cleaning up Ilala Market, participating in Run for Binti     

marathon as a way of fundraising for the pads amid the Menstrual hygiene day celebrations.            

Furthermore, you will learn about the Yess alumnae's back to my root campaign, how the girls took 

initiatives in environmental conservation by cleaning the ocean shore and making charcoal briquettes, 

and training girls on how to make reusable pads, as well as many other exciting  activities that took 

place in April, May, and June. 

 

Thank You, Enjoy! 

Mary Richard 

Chief Commissioner - Tanzania Girl Guides Association 
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Malnutrition is defined as ill health caused by deficiencies of         

calories, protein, vitamins, and minerals interacting with            

infections, poor health and social conditions. Malnutrition 

saps the strength and well-being of millions of women and 

adolescent girls around the world. Although malnutrition’s 

effects on this group have been recognized for decades, 

there has been little measurable progress in addressing the 

specific nutritional problems of women and    adolescent girls.  

Tanzania Girl Guide Association  through its Girl Powered  

Nutrition has been training Guiders from Different regions on 

the importance of good nutrition especially to girls and wom-

en. Guiders from Katavi, Shinyanga, Singida and Ruvuma 

have received training and they are all ready to go and share 

the knowledge with the girls in their respective regions. 

Girl Powered Nutrition 

Guiders from Katavi amid the GPN training 

Guiders from Singida presenting their group work  Guider receiving Girl Powered Nutrition training  

material  

Girl Powered Nutrition training in Shinyanga 

Regina Nicholaus, GPN Project officer delivering 

training to Guiders 
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Climate change is recognized as a serious aggravator of gender-based                       

violence. Around the world. Climate change-induced crises have also been shown to 

worsen domestic violence, whether in relation to sexual and reproductive 

health or  discrimination against indigenous communities. Through our Girl Led Action 

on Climate Change curriculum, girls and  women learn about how to adapt to and           

mitigate climate change through practical interactive activities and also learn about its 

gender dimension and apply what they've learnt to their own lives, and their families' 

lives, contributing to greater community resilience to climate change.  

Girl Led Action On Climate Change 

As the continuation of the Girl Lead Action on Climate Change     

training girls and guiders from different regions are still receiving 

training on Climate change and using the knowledge from the    

training to take some community actions making sure that they try to 

tackle climate change and raise awareness to their community 

members, the trained guiders were from, Kilimanjaro, Kisarawe, 

Mtwara, Shinyanga and Singida regions. GLACC training in        

Kilimanjaro was officially opened by Moshi District Commissioner, 

Hon. Kayanda Juma. During the GLACC regional training in Mtwara 

guiders had a chance to receive training from an entrepreneur who 

makes ornaments and decorations from plastic bottles to take action 

on Climate change by reducing, reusing, and recycling plastic 

wastes. 

Girl Guide from Kilimanjaro welcoming Moshi 
District Commissioner, Hon. Kayanda Juma 

Guider from Mtwara with her decorated plastic 
bottle 

Presentation on the  areas in kilimanjaro that 
are highly affected by climate change We learn by doing and connecting with others 4 



Girl Led Action On Climate Change 

Girl Guides from Aquinas, Raha Leo and Mtwara Sisters secondary schools had a great opportunity to participate in Focus 

Group  Discussion, the discussion mainly aimed to measure their understanding climate change and its effects. In addition 

to this, the girls were able to share on how climate change affects them  

Girls participating in a Focus Group             

Discussion 
Girl Guides from Mtwara in a shared picture with 

Praxeda Swai, one of the GLACC Project officers 

Despite of having different social and economic challenges exacerbated by the impacts of climate change, it has been noted 

that the effects also affect mental health and cognitive disorder and this has been reiterated during the stakeholders       

consultation meeting organized by Forum CC, the meeting brought together climate , public and mental experts from        

Tawasanet, SOS village, Ilala Municipal Councils under one roof to discuss the impacts of climate change  and Tanzania 

Girl Guide association was privileged to be one of them represented by our Girl Led Action On climate Change Assistant 

Project Officer, Praxeda Swai. Amid the meeting stakeholders were able  to discuss on how climate change affects        

community and mental health  and looked on how they can participate in community awareness campaign by providing    

climate change education and involving different  stakeholders in our societies. 

Praxeda Swai sharing her point of view during 

the stakeholders consultation meeting 
Climate, Public and Mental expert in a shared 

picture  
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Menstrual Hygiene Management 

Menstruation is still a taboo in many parts of the world. While it 

is a natural phenomenon which occurs to every girl after        

puberty, this has not been addressed as ‘normal’ yet. Many girls 

do not even have access to sanitary pads, clean toilets, or even 

safe disposal of used cloth during this time of the month. This 

not only leads to urinary infections but can cause infertility if not 

addressed on time. To create awareness about menstruation, 

provide safe and hygienic practices to girls, and burst the      

bubble of taboo, World   Menstrual Hygiene Day is celebrated 

on May 28 all over the world. This year’s theme was                   

We Are Committed, where girls were asked to commit      

themselves to help accelerate progress towards a world where 

no one is held back  because they menstruate  
Girls learning proper ways of  wearing a pad 

Towards the commemoration of the Menstrual Hygiene Day, 

YESS task force 2022 conducted prior training to girls and      

women from Mugabe secondary school and Muungano recovery 

centre in Kigamboni on Menstrual hygiene management by using 

Rosie’s world curriculum, girls and women were also trained on 

how to sew the reusable pad.  

Our Vibrant Young leaders also commemorated the Menstrual   

hygiene Day in style where by; Young leaders from                     

Dar es Salaam donated pads, soaps and other needs to the     

women prisoners at Segerea prison  and Young leaders from    

Tanga region committed themselves to break the bias and         

educating people on menstrual Hygiene and how taboos and 

myths affect girls’ health and wellbeing through a radio talk show 

at Maarifa FM .  
Belinda training girls from Mugabe secondary 

on Menstrual Hygiene Management 
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Menstrual Hygiene Management 

YESS girls at Muungano Recovery                  

Centre, Kigamboni 

Young leaders at Segerea prison for pad and 

soap donation 

This year’s Menstrual Hygiene Day was Nationally commemorated in Zanzibar, and the Guest of Honor was                    

Ms. Hawa Ibrahim Licensing managing director, Ministry of Trade and Industry, ZanzibarGirl Guides from Tanzania      

Mainland  and Island came together to celebrate their womanhood. The commemoration was preceded by a dialogue on 

how myth and taboos affect girls’ health and mensuration, girl guides from Kiembe samaki, tumekuja, fuoni and      

kibondeni secondary school got a golden opportunity to be part of it . From the dialogue, girls made a request to the       

government to remove the tax on sanitary towels so that all the girls can access them regardless of their financial status. 

From left to right, Ms Hawa Ibrahim, TGGA National 

Secretary and Zanzibar Regional Secretary 
Girl Guide from Fuoni Secondary School          

participating in MHM dialogue 

Zanzibar Guiders amid MHM Day celebration Faudhia Mshuza, Kilimanjaro Regional Trainer 

during MHM commemoration , Zanzibar 7 



Environment Day 

The World is still facing a global health crisis, and the threat of climate 

change is impending. When ecosystems are damaged or not in balance, 

it is not only the habitat of species that is destroyed but the foundation on 

which our society and infrastructure are built. As we mark World          

Environment Day on 5 June, TGGA reflects on taking action to better 

safeguard our environment by cleaning the Ilala Boma market in         

collaboration with the young leaders of Dar es Salaam region and       

Regional Leaders from Kisarawe. Also, YESS girls’ task successfully 

force   planted 750 trees in five schools in Kisarawe district 

Furthermore, Girl Guides use this opportunity to educate the community 

on the importance of preserving the environment in line with the 2022 

slogan that says “One world only”.  

“Earth's natural systems cannot keep up 

with our demands. This not only hurts the 

Earth, but us too. A healthy environment is          

essential for all people and all                                

17 Sustainable Development Goals” 

Jasmin Mkoka, GLACC Project Officer 

TGGA young leaders during Ilala Boma Market clean up 

The best time to plant tree is 20 years ago, the second 

best time is now 
Kisarawe Girl Guides with their trees ready for         

planting 8 



Young Leaders Connect 

TGGA’s young leaders connect provides a forum for its young  

leaders to meet, converse and debate on various issues that 

impact their lives, learn from one another and most importantly 

have fun. Developing and continually updating a career plan is 

key to achieving the career you want. A career plan will help 

you work out the direction you want to take, and what you need 

to do, to ensure you are engaged in meaningful work that meets 

your career goals. It is also important for girls and women to 

understand that; their career path need to reflect their goals and 

needs. May’s young leaders connect TGGA in partnership with 

S3 education and yess girls movement successful trained more  

 than 50 girls and women on how they can easily identify their career path Amidist pandemic which will inherently allow them to 

grow, expand and pursue changing Interests in a supportive and encouraging environment 

Warida Mussa, TGGA’s Recruitment and Retention    

Officer delivering career bridge development session 

Girl Guides in a shared picture with the Guest 

Speaker from S3 education 

Faith Mwasabwite, (Ranger) participating in the Q 

& A session  
Guiding provides a safe space for girls to learn 

and connect 
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Young Leaders Connect 

The beach is a good place to head to when you’re feeling 

stressed and overwhelmed. it impacts your mental health since 

it’s a change of scenery , it lowers stress and lifts your mood, in 

June our Young Leaders connected at  Barakuda Beach and 

had various sessions on career bridge  development; Journey to 

financial  freedom  and stress management as it gives tips and 

strategies needed to cope with stressful lives. The Girls were 

trained on how to identify signs of stress and other mental 

health issues and were provided with skills  needed to offer   

support when someone is experiencing stress. Apart from  

learning from one another, girls had fun since there were so 

many interactive activities i.e.; swimming, capacity building 

games etc. 
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Empowering girls and women to achieve and 

thrive 
Living a healthy lifestyle can make you feel more 

confident than ever before  

From left to right, Clara Benjamin and Belinda   

Siphael our vibrant rangers 
Blindfold games build trust and strengthen    

teamwork 

Group discussion provides a space for everyone 

to express their thoughts 
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Our Monthly reading club with Girl Guides from Blessed Hill Primary  School was superb, we read the book titled 

“Snow white and the Seven Dwarf” the girls were able to identify five good lesson learnt and these were; it is  

wonderful to have friends, you can appeal to the goodness in everyone (there is goodness in each and everyone of 

us, Don’t talk to strangers, real beauty comes from within  and asking for help is not a sign of weakness 

In April our Reading club girl guides from Diamond Primary School were privileged to attend “WATOTO WETU LIVE SHOW”   

a program aired by ITV. We had a great opportunity to talk about our Guiding movement and how our Reading Club activities 

has helped girls boost their reading confidence, and it has encouraged girls to develop self study habit. During the Watoto wetu 

live show, Girl Guides participated in Q and A session, story telling , singing and dancing.  

Reading out loud  builds reading confidence in   

children 

Maureen narrating a very lovely story to her fellow 

girl guides 

Girl Guides from Diamond outside ITV studio After the live session the girls had fun 



YESS ALUMNAE BACK TO MY ROOT CAMPAIGN 
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The YESS Girls’ Movement, dubbed the “trip of a lifetime,” allows young women aged 18 to 25 to go to and work in a 

new ‘host’ country for six months. The exchange program enables young girls to develop their full potential as             

responsible citizens, where they grow and develop their leadership skills and embrace cultural diversity. On their return 

from the exchange, all participants are challenged to undertake a ‘Back to my Roots campaign’ where they carry out at 

least one of the six core initiatives in their home communities, former schools or any place they deem to be their roots. 

Mid June our three Yess alumnae, Jasmin Mkoka, Fauster Alphonce and Regina Nicholaus did their back to my root 

campaign , below is how each and everyone did their  back to my root campaign and what made them their campaign 

Jasmin Mkoka, Tanzania to Zambia 2020 

Environmental degradation is one of the major challenges in 

our societies and one of the effects is climate change which 

affects girls and women to a great extent. Jasmine Mkoka who 

is a YESS participant 2020 from Tanzania to Zambia, is eager 

to see the community get an education on environmental   

issues. Through her Back to my root campaign, she has been 

able to reach out to her community and provided them with 

education about environmental conservation. Jasmin’s back to 

my root campaign theme was  “It’s our time to save living 

organisms”, the campaign was held in Coastal Region where 

she organized a beach clean-up with Girl guides from 

Bagamoyo.  

Her Beach Clean-up event was attended by a wide range of 

stakeholders including government officials, environmentalists, 

and community leaders. Ms. Jasmine also said that though 

Climate change affects women to a greater extent doesn’t 

mean that men are not, so both of them are equally              

responsible for environmental protection and they should take 

action against the effects that are brought by climate change.  

Jasmine also called upon Government, community and         

Environmentalists to work together to identify actions which 

can help us address climate change, protect biodiversity 

and reduce pollution at the same time. In addition to this, 

Jasmine encouraged Youth to bring change and             

environmental awareness in their school and communities 

by adopting to; 3R’s, Reduce waste Reuse ,Resources and 

Recycle materials and also organize tree planting and tell 

people why trees are important to the environment  



YESS ALUMNAE BACK TO MY ROOT CAMPAIGN 
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Fauster Alphonce, Tanzania to Uganda 2020 

Living in a society where charcoal dust is thrown everywhere 

tends to make her environment dirty, Fauster Alphonce YESS 

Alumnae who went from Tanzania to Uganda in 2020 came up 

with a plan of turning charcoal dust into an opportunity and 

trained girls, women, and Men from her society on how to 

make charcoal briquettes by using charcoal dust and clay soil 

as her back to my root campaign named “The Voice of        

Environment”. Charcoal Briquettes are more sustainable and 

more energy-efficient and could reduce the pressure on forest 

and lower pollution levels in urban areas, that is, if more people 

start using them 

Fauster’s Back to my root campaign Mainly aimed to keep the 

environment that surrounds her society clean since charcoal 

briquettes contribute to the protection of the  environment,  

because apart from being affordable, the briquettes are      

contributing to a cleaner environment and minimizes           

deforestation which exacerbates climate change. Fauster’s 

campaign also  aimed to empower women from her root     

economically. Women shall easily access charcoal briquettes 

as an affordable and reliable cooking item since many hardly 

prepare more than one meal a day due to high and increasing 

prices of paraffin and gas and this will resort to the making of 

briquettes dry   pellets fuel as an income saving and business. 
a charcoal briquette made from charcoal dust and 

clay soil  

Briquettes decrease the volume of waste and         

produce efficient solid fuel of high thermal value 
Girls and Women from Mavurunza Parish making 

charcoal briquettes 
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Regina Nicholaus, Tanzania to Rwanda 2019 
A study has found more than half of girls miss school at least once each month because of menstruation. less schooling 

puts them at risk of early marriage, domestic abuse, and increased health problems and locks them in the vicious cycle of 

poverty  “By raising awareness and improving access to affordable, good-quality reusable sanitary pads for girls in school 

and community, helps the girls and teenagers get the education they need. Regina Nicholaus a YESS Alumnae 2019 who 

went to Rwanda for her exchange, successfully trained primary and secondary school girls from Kilimanjaro Region, Moshi 

District on Menstrual Hygiene Management by using Rosie’s World curriculum and how to make reusable pads as her Back 

to my root campaign named “Tabasamu Dada” meaning Smile Sister  

The training aimed at skilling school-going girls in adopting the use of Re-usable sanitary pads using locally available      

materials as a way of enhancing girl-child education as well as promoting the retention and participation of the girl child at 

school.  also aimed at creating awareness on menstrual hygiene since dealing with such a challenge requires one to have 

accurate and adequate information. “In most of our communities, menstruation is considered more of a private     

matter. Sometimes, Menstruation is seen as taboo by traditionalists yet it is a real-life situation affecting girls and 

women on a monthly basis,” said Regina  

The girls have successfully learned how to make reusable sanitary pads. In addition to this, they have also been 

enlightened on the kind of materials they ought to use to make a smart, soft, and comfortable re-usable pad  
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